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Introduction and Recap

• 2017
  • TAC adopted vision and principles for adaption in California
  • TAC direction to measure progress towards adopted vision and principles

• April 2018
  • Brought draft evaluation framework and evaluation questions to the Technical Advisory Council public workshop

• May - June 2018
  • Revised evaluation questions
  • Developed characteristics to evaluate maturity in each step of the process
  • Began pilot application to Sustainability Roadmaps → “Tracking Progress Over Time: State Sustainability Roadmaps” draft report outline
Evaluation Framework Review

A1: Detect problem
A2: Gather/Use information
A3: (Re)Define problem
A4: Develop options
A5: Assess options
A6: Select option(s)
A7: Implement option
A8: Monitor option and environment
A9: Evaluate

Awareness

Action

Analysis
Evaluating Maturity Levels
State Sustainability Roadmaps: Adaptation Chapters

• EO B-18-12 and the Green Building Action Plan
  • Initiated Sustainability Roadmaps
  • First round (completed in 2015)

• EO B-30-15
  • Integration of adaptation
  • Second round (completed in 2017-2018)

• Government Operations Agency + Governor’s Office of Planning and Research worked together to:
  • Integrate EO B-30-15 into Sustainability Roadmaps by creating Adaptation Chapter Template
  • Provide Cal-Adapt data for facilities using API
State Sustainability Roadmaps: Pilot Application

Approach

• Identify what phase(s) department is in by reviewing Sustainability Roadmap Adaptation Chapters

• Identify level of maturity of each phase
  • Initiating, Developing, or Standardizing

Report details

1. Department overview
  • # of facilities evaluated and mission of department

2. Phase and maturity ID

3. Summary of impacts and strategies

4. Summary of department characteristics
  • (coordination, capacity, equity, metrics, etc.)
Discussion Questions

• General feedback on the document outline for “Tracking Progress Overtime: State Sustainability Roadmaps Adaptation Chapters”?

• Are there other elements of the individual department evaluations that you would like to see?
Thank you!
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